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Premier Recreational Map Company Releases Bald Eagle State Forest “Lizard Map” Completes 

Trilogy of Central PA Recreational Maps 

 

Purple Lizard Maps has just released a new map of Bald Eagle State Forest, completing a trilogy of 

recreational maps that serve as key guides for the boom in outdoor recreation and adventure tourism 

that has been sweeping through the heart of Central PA.   

Designed with careful attention to aesthetics and detail, Purple Lizard maps have become prized by 

recreational enthusiasts. Bald Eagle State Forest is a popular destination for hikers, mountain bikers, and 

dual sport motorcyclists across Pennsylvania and the Mid-Atlantic region. The Bald Eagle Lizard Map is 

the most detailed, comprehensive trail map ever produced of the area, encompassing over 300,000 

acres spanning Centre, Clinton, Mifflin, Snyder, and Union counties. It illustrates a vast territory of public 

land illustrating dirt roads and the extensive trail and stream networks which cover some of the most 

stunning landscapes in the state. Printed on durable plastic, the Bald Eagle Lizard Map includes 

elevation data, contour lines, shaded relief, DCNR campsite locations and State Park information to help 

guide the thousands of outdoor enthusiasts who visit every year.  

  

Purple Lizard Maps is an independent cartographic design firm that creates recreational maps for 

outdoor enthusiasts. Founder and lead cartographer, Michael Hermann, is an award winning map 

designer whose passion is making maps that are known for their excellence in design and function. 

Hermann explains his decision to design and publish maps of Central PA, including the new map of Bald 

Eagle State Forest, “We get requests to map a lot of areas, and we do maps of many beautiful places, 

but Central Pennsylvania is a real jewel in the world of outdoor recreation.  Bald Eagle is particularly 

special,” explains Hermann, “because of its sheer size and diversity. Although it has some of the best 

recreation in the state, Bald Eagle State Forest can feel overwhelming. I decided we should make the 

Bald Eagle Lizard Map to provide a key for folks looking to explore to this stunning landscape.” 

The other maps in the Central PA Lizard Map trilogy include the widely acclaimed Rothrock State Forest 

Map which went into its 5th printing this year, and the Raystown Lake Map. “All of these beautiful places 

form one continuous recreational corridor,” states Hermann. “They encompass some of the best trails in 

North America.” 

Why are the maps called “Lizard Maps”?  All Purple Lizard Maps have little purple lizards sprinkled 

throughout different areas on the map, and the Bald Eagle map is no different.  Hermann explains, “The 

little lizards represent overlooks and unique places. Purple Lizard Maps are all about helping people get 

out and find their own lizards - find their own special places, and make their own adventures.” 

Purple Lizard will celebrate the release of the Bald Eagle Map at a public “Lizard Launch Celebration” at 

Elk Creek Café and Aleworks in Millheim, PA on Friday, August 16th at 8 p.m.   

### 

Based in rural Penns Valley, in the heart of Central Pennsylvania, Purple Lizard Maps works nationally on map 

design projects and has been publishing its own brand of trail maps since 1997.  Purple Lizard’s Recreational Maps 

are available on line at purplelizard.com and sold at local retailers.   Sample maps are available to the media upon 

request. 
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